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Abstract

The smallest genomes of any photosynthetic organisms are found in a group of free-living marine cyanobacteria,
Prochlorococcus. To determine the underlying evolutionary mechanisms, we developed a new method to reconstruct the
steps leading to the Prochlorococcus genome reduction using 12 Prochlorococcus and 6 marine Synechococcus genomes.
Our results reveal that small genome sizes within Prochlorococcus were largely determined shortly after the split of
Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus (an early big shrink) and thus for the first time decouple the genome reduction from
Prochlorococcus diversification. A maximum likelihood approach was then used to estimate changes of nucleotide
substitution rate and selection strength along Prochlorococcus evolution in a phylogenetic framework. Strong genome wide
purifying selection was associated with the loss of many genes in the early evolutionary stage. The deleted genes were
distributed around the genome, participated in many different functional categories and in general had been under relaxed
selection pressure. We propose that shortly after Prochlorococcus diverged from its common ancestor with marine
Synechococcus, its population size increased quickly thus increasing efficacy of selection. Due to limited nutrients and a
relatively constant environment, selection favored a streamlined genome for maximum economy. Strong genome wide
selection subsequently caused the loss of genes with small functional effect including the loss of some DNA repair genes. In
summary, genome reduction in Prochlorococcus resulted in genome features that are similar to symbiotic bacteria and
pathogens, however, the small genome sizes resulted from an increase in genome wide selection rather than a
consequence of a reduced ecological niche or relaxed selection due to genetic drift.
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Introduction

Genome sizes vary in bacteria, ranging from 160 kb in Carsonella

ruddii [1] to 13,034 kb in Sorangium cellulosum [2]. In general,

bacterial genomes are tightly packed with coding genes and the

gene length is similar across genomes [3,4]. Therefore, differences

in the bacterial genome sizes are primarily the result of loss of

existing genes and acquiring new genes through the processes of

gene duplication and horizontal gene transfer.

There are three well-known examples of bacteria with reduced

genomes: (1) pathogens (e.g., Mycoplasma genitalium [5] and Rickettsia

[6]), (2) endosymbionts (e.g., Buchnera [7], Wigglesworthia [8] and

Blochmannia [9]), and (3) marine microbes that play important

ecological roles in oligotrophic environments (e.g., Pelagibacter

ubique [10] and Prochlorococcus marinus [11]). Understanding genome

reduction is important for understanding the evolution of human

pathogens and agricultural pests. It also helps us to gain insights

into global nutrient cycling and climate regulation.

Reduced genomes in obligate pathogens are associated with a

change from a free-living to a host-dependent lifestyle [12]. This

lifestyle change rendered many genes unnecessary for the

organisms’ survival in the protected environments [13,14].

Moreover, due to the small effective population sizes and reduced

recombination, the effect of genetic drift is larger. Genetic drift

facilitates fixation of small effect deleterious mutations, formation

of pseudogene, and subsequent gene deletions [12,15]. In the cases

of endosymbiotic bacteria, the host environments restrict oppor-

tunities of gene gains through horizontal gene transfer [16–18].

Although pathogens can acquire genes via lateral gene transfers, it

has been demonstrated that obligate parasite genomes are subject

to far more extensive DNA loss due to inactivation of unnecessary

genes and deletional bias [6,13]. It is suggested that genome

degradation in obligate host-associated bacteria is so advanced

that it has placed them on the path to extinction [19,20].

The marine cyanobacteria in the Prochlorococcus genus are the

most abundant known oxygenic phototrophs on earth, and

contribute significantly to the primary productivity in the ocean

[21]. Prochlorococcus genomes are also among the smallest of all

oxygen-evolving autotrophs. Most of the sequenced Prochlorococcus

genomes, ranging in size from 1.6 to 2.7 Mega-base pairs (http://
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www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome), are smaller than those of another

major marine picocyanobacterial genus Synechococcus, which is the

closest phylogenetic group to Prochlorococcus [21]. These two groups

differ in light-harvesting apparatus and nutrient utilization, and

thus have quite different ecology performance [21]. Although

Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus commonly coexist, Prochlorococcus

has wider vertical distribution in oceanic waters relative to

Synechococcus and dominates in the oligotrophic regions of the

ocean [21,22]. In contrast, Synechococcus is much more abundant in

nutrient rich environments such as upwelling areas and coastal

watersheds [23]. Prochlorococcus isolates can be divided into two

major ecotypes exhibiting distinct light and/or temperature

optima: the high light-adapted (HL) and low light-adapted (LL)

clades [24,25]. Aligned with the ecological distinction, genome

sizes vary between the Prochlorococcus ecotypes that the HL genomes

are smaller than most of the LL genomes [26]. Previous studies

have revealed evidence for genome reduction in Prochlorococcus

[11,26–30]. In contrast, no extensive genome streamlining has

occurred during the evolution of marine Synechococcus [31].

Reduced Prochlorococcus genomes share many genomic charac-

teristics with the aforementioned endosymbiotic bacteria such as

an increase in AT content, loss of DNA repair genes and

accelerated evolution [27,29,32]. However, in sharp contrast to

small population obligate host-associated bacteria, Prochlorococcus is

possibly the most plentiful free-living bacterial genus on Earth, and

the sizes of Prochlorococcus populations are vast [11,25,27,33].

Moreover, purifying selection is estimated to be much stronger in

the present-day Prochlorococcus populations than in the marine

Synechococcus [32]. There is also evidence suggesting that Prochlo-

rococcus has experienced a fair level of genetic exchange via

interactions with different types of phages [34–36]. Therefore, the

evolutionary forces that shaped the small genomes of Prochlorococcus

are probably different from the forces that caused the genome

reduction of endosymbionts and pathogens [27]. It is also

intriguing why a free-living, ecologically successful organism

would become smaller.

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain genome

reduction in free-living bacteria. According to the genome-

streamlining hypothesis [10], small size, therefore larger surface-

to-volume ratio, gives the organisms a selective advantage in

nutrient poor water. It’s also possible that with deletions of non-

essential genes, Prochlorococcus have adopted a more economical

lifestyle to better cope with the nutrient limited environment [27].

The ‘‘Black Queen Hypothesis’’ suggests that vital but costly genes

could be deleted under strong purifying selection if co-occurring

organisms can provide the lost functions [37]. Alternatively, an

accelerated protein evolution rate was observed in the small

genomes of Prochlorococcus, and this led to the suggestion that an

elevated genome-wide mutation rate is associated with genome

reduction [27]. Another study [38] demonstrated through

mathematical modeling and computer simulation that a modest

increase in mutation rate could lead to significant genome

reduction even in an organism having a very large population

size, thus creating the possibility that enhanced mutation rate, as a

non-selective force, could be the driving force of genome reduction

in free-living bacteria. However, no study has systemically

examined the effects of natural selection and molecular evolution

rate on the genome content of Prochlorococcus in the evolutionary

history.

In this study, we analyzed the complete genome sequences of 12

Prochlorococcus isolates and 6 marine Synechococcus isolates to address

the following questions: When and how did genome reduction

occur in the evolutionary history of Prochlorococcus? Which genes

were deleted from the Prochlorococcus genomes, and what are their

functional effects? What role has natural selection played in

Prochlorococcus genome evolution, particularly in the genome

reduction? What is the driving force behind the reduced genomes

of Prochlorococcus?

Results

Reconstruct Phylogeny of Prochlorococcus and
Synechococcus using concatenated protein alignments

Based on a published phylogeny of marine cyanobacteria [28],

12 Prochlorococcus isolates (P.MED4, P.MIT9515, P.AS901,

P.MIT9301, P.MIT9215, P.MIT9312, P.NATL1A, P.NATL2A,

P.SS120, P.MIT9215, P.MIT9313, P.MIT9303) formed a mono-

phyletic group and 5 marine Synechococcus isolates (S.CC9605,

S.CC9902, S.WH8102, S.CC9311, S.WH7803) are in the sister

group to Prochlorococcus. We used the above 17 genomes as the

primary study material and refer to them as in-group genomes.

Synechococcus RCC307 was used as an out-group.

An accurate phylogeny is critical for ancestral gene content

reconstruction. Therefore, the first thing we did was to reconstruct

the phylogeny of the 17 in-group genomes based on a

concatenated alignment containing 100 of the most conserved

orthologs. In brief, we first identified 1102 consistent orthologs

from the 17 in-group genomes (see Materials and Methods). We

then calculated the synonymous and non-synonymous substitution

rates for every ortholog pair. Orthologs that have low non-

synonymous substitution rate to synonymous substitution rate

ratios, i.e., dN/dS ratio, are considered evolutionary conserved

genes. Therefore, we selected 100 genes that have the smallest

mean dN/dS ratios and moderate synonymous substitution rates (in

the range of the 1st and the 3rd quartiles). Their protein sequences

were aligned individually, and the alignments were concatenated.

Finally a maximum likelihood tree was built using the combined

information of the 100 orthologous genes. Our tree (Fig. 1) has the

same topology as the previously reported trees [26,28,31]. In

addition, it has higher bootstrap values for the internal nodes.

Therefore, we are very confident that we have a reliable and

robust phylogenetic framework for the analyses described below.

Ancestral gene content reconstruction suggests early
genome reduction in Prochlorococcus evolution

The sizes of Prochlorococcus genomes are generally smaller than

those of the marine Synechococcus except for MIT9303 and

MIT9313 (Fig. 1). Regression analysis result indicates a strong

correlation (R2 = 0.995) between the genome size and the gene

number of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus. Also, the gene length

does not significantly differ between the Synechococcus group and the

Prochlorococcus group (Mann-Whitney U test, P-value = 0.959). This

confirms that reduced gene number is the major cause of genome

size reduction in Prochlorococcus. Among Prochlorococcus, there exist

several distinct genome size groups in some accordance with the

phylogeny (Fig. 1). Members in the low-light-adapted (LL) P.

MIT9303 clade (MIT9303 and MIT9313) have the largest

genome sizes among all the Prochlorococcus and they were the first

to diverge from the other Prochlorococcus isolates. In contrast,

members in a more recent LL clade P. NATL clade (NATL1A

and NATL2A) have smaller genome sizes. Moreover, all the

members of the youngest Prochlorococcus clade, i.e., the high-light-

adapted (HL) clade (MED4, MIT9515, AS9601, MIT9301,

MIT9215 and MIT9312), have the smallest genome sizes of

Prochlorococcus. Interestingly, two LL Prochlorococcus isolates SS120

and MIT9211, which are relatively deep in the tree, have small

genome sizes that are comparable to the HL clade (Fig. 1).

Prochlorococcus Genome Reduction
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The next question we address is when and how did genome

reduction happen? More specifically, is it a progressive and

ongoing process, or was it a historical event? To address this

question, we reconstructed the ancestral gene content at every

node of the tree using two methods: maximum parsimony and

maximum likelihood (See Methods and Materials). The results of

these two approaches have led to the same conclusion of

Prochlorococcus genome size evolution, and hence we will only

report the results of the parsimony reconstruction.

The reconstructed last common ancestor of the 17 in-group

genomes contains a total of 2028 genes. We first calculated the net

gene losses and gains in the individual genomes from the last

common ancestor (Table 1). The t-statistic of a Student’s t test

shows that Prochlorococcus lost significantly more genes than the

Synechococcus (P,1026) on average. Even the two largest Prochlo-

rococcus genomes (MIT9303 and MIT9313) have significantly

greater gene loss than Synechococcus (P,0.001). In contrast, while

relatively large Prochlorococcus genomes (e.g., the moderate-size LL

P. NATL clade and the large-size P. MIT9303 clade) have gained

considerably more genes than the small genomes in the HL clade,

the difference in gene gains between the small genomes in the LL

P. SS120 clade and the HL clade is insignificant (Table 1).

A more detailed investigation of gene loss and gene gain at every

branch of the tree found that in spite of the fact that gene loss

occurred at every stage of Prochlorococcus evolution, a significant

amount of genes were deleted shortly after the split of Prochloro-

coccus and Synechococcus, and only a small number of genes were

acquired during the same period (Fig. 2). Therefore, a reduced

genome was established before the divergence of the HL clade and

the LL clade. After the divergence from the other Prochlorococcus,

both of the intermediate-size P. NATL clade and the large-size P.

MIT9303 clade obtained a considerable number of genes,

contributing significantly to their present-day relatively large

genome sizes. Our results suggest that the observed distinct

genome size groups within Prochlorococcus were shaped by a

combination of an early and large genome reduction and clade-

specific gene gains at late stages, instead of by progressive gene

deletions.

Intensified purifying selection associated with genome
size reduction of Prochlorococcus

To determine the effects of natural selection on the genome

evolution of Prochlorococcus, we carried out a maximum likelihood

analysis to estimate the ratio of non-synonymous substitution rate

to synonymous substitution rate, i.e., the dN/dS ratio, across the

phylogenetic tree. The dN/dS ratio is used as an indicator of

selective pressure acting on protein-coding genes. In this study, the

substitutions rates were calculated from a concatenated alignment

of 1102 consistent orthologs (see Materials and Methods). In

addition to the 12 Prochlorococcus, 2 marine Synechococcus WH8102

and WH7803 each representing a Synechococcus clade, and an out-

group marine Synechococcus RCC307 were used in the analysis.

Figure 1. Phylogeny of Prochlorococcus and marine Synechococcus with genome sizes and protein-coding gene counts. The
phylogenetic relationship of 12 Prochlorococcus and 5 marine Synechococcus is reconstructed from concatenation of 100 conserved protein
alignments using a maximum likelihood analysis with Tree-PUZZLE implemented in PHYLIP 3.6a. The branch length is defined as the expected
number of amino acid substitutions per site. Support for the internal branches of the quartet puzzling tree topology is shown as a percentage.
Genome size and gene count are reported beside each genome.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g001
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Table 1. Summary of ORFs and genome fluxes of the 17 in-group marine cyanobacteria.

Strains Total ORFs Core genes
Genes in the last common
ancestor Total gene loss Total gene gain

P.MED4 1897 1186 2028 608 364

P.MIT9515 1894 1186 2028 631 372

P.MIT9301 1944 1186 2028 605 343

P.AS9601 1999 1186 2028 594 343

P.MIT9215 1934 1186 2028 602 400

P.MIT9312 1923 1186 2028 594 365

P.NATL1A 2141 1186 2028 555 478

P.NATL2A 2109 1186 2028 564 456

P.SS120 1883 1186 2028 581 327

P.MIT9211 1912 1186 2028 576 297

P.MIT9303 2931 1186 2028 293 857

P.MIT9313 2741 1186 2028 298 750

S.CC9605 2923 1186 2028 129 708

S.CC9902 2469 1186 2028 189 407

S.WH8102 2755 1186 2028 125 546

S.CC9311 2889 1186 2028 133 685

S.WH7803 2593 1186 2028 120 426

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.t001

Figure 2. Summary of gene loss and gene gain events across the phylogenetic tree. Ancestral genome contents were reconstructed based
on the phylogenetic tree in Figure 1 by maximum parsimony. Gene loss and gain events are summarized on the branches leading to the major clades
of Prochlorococcus. The number in black is gene gain and the number in red is gene loss.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g002
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Using the codeml program in the Phylogenetic Analysis by the

Maximum Likelihood (PAML) package [39], we first applied a

one-ratio model for the entire tree. This resulted in a log likelihood

value of l1 = 29300717. We then fit a free-ratio model, which

assumes a different ratio (v= dN/dS) for each branch in the tree.

This produced a log likelihood value of lf = 29239311. The

likelihood ratio test showed that the free-ratio model fits the data

significantly better than the one-ratio model (P,0.001 for a x2

distribution with df = 23). This indicates that the dN/dS ratios are

indeed significantly different at different evolutionary stages and

among lineages.

Due to parameter rich nature of the free-ratio model, we

obtained slightly different estimates of branch-specific dN/dS ratios

between the replicate runs. Even so, they always show the same

trend in ratio changes between the branches. Therefore, we

designed a set of reduced branch-models and used a hypothesis

testing strategy to verify the observed ratio changes across the tree.

All the reduced models are described in Table 2 (the branch

numbers refer to the labeled branches from the tree in Figure 3).

The first two-ratio model (Model 2-1) assigns one ratio parameter

to all the Synechococcus and one to all the Prochlorococcus. This model

was compared with a one-ratio model to test whether Prochloro-

coccus has a significantly different ratio from Synechococcus. The

second two-ratio model (Model 2-2) assumes that branch #1 (the

ancestral branch of all the Prochlorococcus) has the same dN/dS ratio

as Synechococcus, and it was compared with Model 2-1. If Model 2-1

has a higher likelihood value, then Prochlorococcus must have been

under different selection pressure after its immediate split from

Synechococcus. The first three-ratio model (Model 3-1) assigns a new

ratio parameter for branch #2 (the ancestral branch of most

Prochlorococcus after the split with the LL P. MIT9303 clade).

Therefore, if it fits the data significantly better than the two-ratio

Table 2. Log likelihood values and maximum likelihood estimates of dN/dS ratios under different branch models.

Ratio groups (v = dN/dS) NP Log likelihood ML estimates

One ratio v1 = all branches 30 29300717.05 v1 = 0.092

2-1 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 31 29266700.48 v1 = 0.226

v2 = all Prochlorococcus branches v2 = 0.067

2-2 v1 = all Synechococcus branches+branch #1 31 29268600.51 v1 = 0.205

v2 = other Prochlorococcus branches v2 = 0.063

3-1 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 32 29245742.98 v1 = 0.227

v2 = branch #2 v2 = 0.001

v3 = other Prochlorococcus branches v3 = 0.080

3-2 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 32 29253199.03 v1 = 0.228

v2 = branch #2+branch #7+P.SS120 clade v2 = 0.001

v3 = other Prochlorococcus branches v3 = 0.083

3-3 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 32 29258613.51 v1 = 0.227

v2 = branch #2+branch #3+branch #8+P.NATL clade v2 = 0.024

v3 = other Prochlorococcus branches v3 = 0.078

3-4 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 32 29266619.31 v1 = 0.226

v2 = branch #2+branch #3+branch #4+P.HL clade v2 = 0.065

v3 = other Prochlorococcus branches v3 = 0.070

4-1-(1) v1 = all Synechococcus branches 33 29245422.25 v1 = 0.227

v2 = branch #2 v2 = 0.001

v3 = branch #4 v3 = 0.117

v4 = other Prochlorococcus branches v4 = 0.080

4-1-(2) v1 = all Synechococcus branches 33 29245720 v1 = 0.227

v2 = branch #2 v2 = 0.001

v3 = branch #4+P.HL clade v3 = 0.081

v4 = other Prochlorococcus branches v4 = 0.078

4-2 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 33 29245193.42 v1 = 0.226

v2 = branch #2 v2 = 0.001

v3 = branch #6+P.MIT9303 clade v3 = 0.105

v4 = other Prochlorococcus branches v4 = 0.077

5 v1 = all Synechococcus branches 34 29244816.89 v1 = 0.226

v2 = branch #2 v2 = 0.001

v3 = branch #6+P.MIT9303 clade v3 = 0.106

v4 = branch #4 v4 = 0.118

v5 = other Prochlorococcus branches v5 = 0.076

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.t002
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models, branch #2 is most likely to have a distinct ratio from the

other Prochlorococcus branches. The remaining two three-ratios

models (Model 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4) are used to test if the descending

branches have the same dN/dS ratio as branch #2 by comparing

their likelihood values with Model 3-1. Both Model 4-1-1 & 4-1-2

are based on Model 3-1 but contain an extra parameter for either

branch #4 that leads to the HL clade or for the entire HL clade

and branch #4. They are designed to determine if branch #4 has

a different ratio than other branches including its descending

branches within the HL clade. Similarly, Model 4-2 contains an

extra parameter for the P.MIT9303 clade based on Model 3-1. It

is used to determine whether dN/dS ratios changed after the

P.MIT9303 clade diversified from its Prochlorococcus ancestor.

We used both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) approach

and the likelihood ratio test for model selection (Table 3). The

results confirm our previous observations from the free-ratio

model and are demonstrated in a final five-ratio-branch-model

(Model 5 in Table 2 and Fig. 3). In summary, our results show: (1)

Prochlorococcus branches always have lower genome-wide dN/dS

ratios than marine Synechococcus, suggesting purifying selection has

imposed stronger constraints on amino acid sequence evolution in

Prochlorococcus than in marine Synechococcus, (2) there are consecutive

decreases in the dN/dS ratio on the early ancestral branches of

Prochlorococcus (branch #1 and branch #2). It’s the same period

when Prochlorococcus experienced major genome shrinkage, imply-

ing an association between intensified efficacy of purifying

selection and massive gene deletions, (3) after the major genome

reduction period, dN/dS ratios increased as the Prochlorococcus

diversified and have remained relatively constant to this day,

except for a slight decrease at branch #4 that leads to the HL

clade.

Prochlorococcus lost genes have higher dN/dS ratios than
retained genes

In order to determine the role of selection in the process of gene

deletions, we measured two selection-related parameters (dN/dS

ratio and the Codon Adaptation Index) for the ancestor-derived

genes that are retained in the Synechococcus genomes but are lost in

the Prochlorococcus on every internal branch of the Prochlorococcus

phylogeny. Among the 2028 genes in the last common ancestor

genome, 1641 have orthologs in all of the 5 in-group Synechococcus

genomes. Therefore, we refer to them as the Ancestor-derived

Synechococcus Orthologs (ASO)(Fig. 4). We then divided the 1641

ASO genes into two groups (the Lost group and the Retained

group) based on the absence and presence of the genes in the

reconstructed ancestor genome at every ancestor node of the tree.

The numbers of the Lost and the Retained genes are summarized

in Table 4. The step-wise gene losses in the Prochlorococcus evolution

are demonstrated in Figure 5.

We first compared the dN/dS ratios of the Lost genes and the

Retained genes. Genes with low dN/dS ratios (,1) are considered

to be evolving under strong functional constraints and subject to

strong purifying selection. The Lost group consistently shows a

higher average dN/dS ratio than the Retained group (Table 4). In

particular, the differences are highly significant on branch #1 and

branch #2 during the genome reduction period (Student’s t-test,

P-value,1025). More remarkably, genes that were lost during the

early genome reduction period have significantly higher dN/dS

ratios than those that were deleted in the later stages (Table 4.

One-sided Student’s t-test: Total gene loss on branch #1 and

branch #2 vs. the Lost on branch #4, P-value = 0.021; Total loss

on branch #1 and branch #2 vs. the Lost on branch #7, P-

value = 0.002; Total loss on branch #1 and branch #2 vs. the

Lost on branch #8, P,0.001; the Lost on branch #1 vs. the Lost

on branch #6, P-value = 0.003). This result indicates that genes

with the smallest fitness values were discarded first. Figure 6 shows

the distinct distributions of the lost genes during the main period of

genome reduction (the Lost genes on branch #1 and branch #2

combined) and of the genes that are retained in all the extant

Prochlorococcus genomes. It again demonstrates that in general,

genes of higher dN/dS ratios (of those ,1), which are probably

under relaxed selection pressure, were deleted in Prochlorococcus

during the genome reduction period.

The Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) is useful for assessing how

well genes are adapted to the local environment [40]. Due to the

assumption that differences in the degree of codon usage bias

largely reflect the differences in selective pressure on synonymous

codons, the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) is often positively

correlated with the strength of selection. CAI values for the 1641

ancestor-derived genes were calculated for each of the 5 in-group

marine Synechococcus genomes in the context of its genome-specific

codon usage. The Lost group has significantly lower average CAI

values compared to the Retained group except for branch #8

(Table 5). This supports our previous finding that genes under less

stringent selection in the extant Synechococcus genomes were

discarded early in Prochlorococcus evolution.

Deleted gene functions do not suggest ecological
specialization

We employed the Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins

(COGs) annotation system [41] to predict gene functions and to

assess the functional effect of gene loss in Prochlorococcus. 1269 out of

Figure 3. Maximum likelihood dN/dS ratios under the five-ratio-
group-branch-model. The displayed phylogeny is an unrooted tree
of 12 Prochlorococcus and 2 sister Synechococcus and an outgroup
Synechococcus RCC307. The branches are drawn in proportion to their
length. They are defined as the expected numbers of nucleotide
substitutions per site, which is estimated from the concatenation of 100
conserved amino acid sequences by using the no-clock model. The tree
topology, but not the branch lengths, is used to calculate the maximum
likelihood dN/dS ratios. The ancestral branches are labeled below the
branches (o: outgroup, 1–9). The maximum likelihood estimates of dN/
dS ratios under a five-ratio-branch-model are reported on the
corresponding branches. This model divides the tree into 5 ratio
groups: v0 = all Synechococcus branches; v1 = branch #2; v2 = branch
#6 and P.MIT9303 clade; v3 = branch #4; v4 = Prochlorococcus back-
ground ratio (i.e., branch #1, branch #3, branch #7 and P.SS120 clade,
branch #8 and P.NATL clade, branch #5, branch #9 and the entire
Prochlorococcus HL clade). Branches for which no value is shown have
the same ratios as their immediate ancestral branches.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g003
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1641 ancestor-derived genes (77.33%) were assigned to at least one

COG category. The distribution of annotated genes in this

ancestor-derived gene set is very similar to those of the individual

Synechococcus genomes (Fig. 7). Moreover, the distributions of small

Prochlorococcus genomes also resemble that of the ancestor gene set

(Fig. 7), suggesting reduction in gene content didn’t alter the

general functional composition of Prochlorococcus.

Among the 1269 COG annotated ancestor-derived genes, 259

were deleted during the early reduction period (on branch #1 and

branch #2). These genes are distributed in all of the functional

categories (Fig. 8A). Though some functional groups appear to

have severer gene loss than the others, the deleted genes

consistently have higher dN/dS ratio means and lower CAI means

compared to the retained genes across all the function categories

(Fig. 8B).

Discussion

We demonstrated that (1) the small Prochlorococcus genomes were

largely shaped by massive gene loss shortly after the split of

Prochlorococcus and marine Synechococcus, (2) strong purifying

selection occurred in Prochlorococcus during the genome reduction

period, and (3) most Prochlorococcus lost genes have small fitness

effects and are from nearly all functional categories.

Our results separate out the reduction process from the current

state, thus decoupling genome reduction from current ecological

niches. The small size and reductive characteristics of present

Prochlorococcus genomes have been shaped by ancestral conditions

before the radiation of most Prochlorococcus lineages, including the

HL and LL groups. The forces driving Prochlorococcus genome

reduction may not still be present or as strong. We suggest dividing

Prochlorococcus evolutionary history into 3 sub stages: genome

reduction, genome diversification (radiation of Prochlorococcus) and

ecological niche specialization.

Functional analysis of lost genes at both early and recent

evolutionary stages found no clear relationship between gene loss

and ecological niche specialization. In contrast, extensive com-

parative analysis of extant Prochlorococcus genomes have identified a

number of genes that are responsible for important ecological and

physiological properties that differentiate Prochlorococcus ecotypes

from each other [26]. Many of them are found to be concentrated

in certain genomic regions called ‘‘genomic islands’’ [42]. These

genomic regions are highly variable and are hot spots for gene

gains [26,42]. These observations suggest that horizontal gene

transfer likely played a more important role than gene loss in

ecological niche specialization and/or population diversification in

Prochlorococcus. For instance, a group of phosphorus-uptake and

metabolism genes have recently been found only in Atlantic

Prochlorococcus populations where phosphorus concentrations are

extremely low [36]. The limitation of phosphorus has imposed an

ecosystem-specific selective pressure that has driven divergence

between Prochlorococcus populations [36]. Again, the evolutionary

forces responsible for recent Prochlorococcus diversification are

probably not the same as what generated the reduced genomes

at an earlier time.

Table 3. Model comparison and selection results.

P-value DAIC Better model Conclusion

2-1 vs. One-ratio ,1026 268031.14 2-1 Prochlorococcus?Synechococcus

2-2 vs. 2-1 - 3800.06 2-1 branch #1?Synechococcus

3-1 vs. 2-1 ,1026 241913 3-1 branch #2?other branches

3-2 vs. 3-1 - 14912.1 3-1 branch #7+P.SS120 clade?branch #2

3-3 vs. 3-1 - 25741.06 3-1 branch #3 & #8+P.NATL clade?branch #2

3-4 vs. 3-1 - 41752.66 3-1 branch #2 & #3 & #4+P.HL clade?branch #2

4-1-(1) vs. 3-1 ,1026 2639.46 4-1-(1) branch #4?other branches

4-1-(1) vs. 4-1-(2) - 2595.5 4-1-(1) branch #4?P. HL clade internal branches

4-2 vs. 3-1 ,1026 21097.12 4-2 Branch #6+P.MIT9303 clade?other branches

NP: number of parameters. Branch numbers refer to the branches from the tree in Figure 3.
P-value: P-values of likelihood ratio tests.
DAIC: AIC (of the first model)- AIC (of the second model).
Conclusion: Decisions of a better model are based on the likelihood ratio test result (when parameter numbers are different) or on the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC = 2k -2ln (L), where k is the number of parameters in the model, and L is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.t003

Figure 4. Ancestor-derived genes that were lost in the small
Prochlorococcus but are retained in the extant Synechococcus
genomes. A subset of 1641 ancestor-derived genes was identified
from the 2028 genes in the reconstructed last common ancestor
genome due to their presence in the 5 marine Synechococcus genomes.
This subset is further divided into two groups: (1) the Lost group, which
contains genes that are lost in the Prochlorococcus genomes; and (2) the
Retained group, which contains genes that are kept in the Prochloro-
coccus genomes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g004
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Our results support the streamlining hypothesis [27], where

selection for a more economical lifestyle has been the major

driving force for genome reduction in Prochlorococcus. We are the

first to estimate selection strength in a phylogenetic context and to

demonstrate that the Prochlorococcus genome was subject to

extremely strong purifying selection upon genome reduction.

The genome-wide intensified selection was unlikely induced by

changes of specific local environmental factors because altered

environmental parameters usually only effect selection coefficients

on a small subset of genes with particular functions. The

Prochlorococcus genes that are lost during the early genome

reduction period are from a variety of cellular processes spread

Figure 5. Step-wise Prochlorococcus gene losses reconstructed from the Synechococcus subset of ancestor-derived genes. Step-wise
Prochlorococcus gene loss (red numbers) in the context of the subset of Synechococcus ancestor-derived genes is reported on the ancestor branches.
The branch labels (black values) are the same as in Figure 3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g005

Table 4. Summary of gene loss and dN/dS ratios of the Loss and the Retained groups in the Prochlorococcus phylogeny.

Lost Retained P-value

Gene count dN/dS (mean ± s.d.) Gene count dN/dS (mean ± s.d.)

LCA - - 1641 0.11560.084 NA

Branch #1 106 0.16260.100 1535 0.11160.081 ,1025

Branch #2 153 0.18860.117 1382 0.10360.072 ,1026

Branch #3 26 0.15960.110 1356 0.10260.070 0.014

Branch #4 56 0.14960.088 1300 0.10060.069 0.0001

Branch #6 42 0.12360.064 1493 0.11160.081 0.279

Branch #7 36 0.13960.062 1346 0.10460.072 0.002

Branch #8 26 0.11360.054 1330 0.10260.070 0.293

All 90 0.16860.099 1185 0.09760.066 ,1026

Time: LCA is the root of the tree, where is also the last common ancestor of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus; Branch labels are same as those in Figure 3.
Lost: are genes that are missing in all the 12 extant Prochlorococcus genomes.
Retained: are genes that are present in all the extant Prochlorococcus genomes.
P-value: P-values of Student’s t tests. The null hypothesis is: the Lost group has the same mean as the Retained group
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.t004
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across the genome and have higher dN/dS ratios (,1) regardless of

function in Synechococcus. In spite of the large differences in gene

content between Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus genomes, very few

genes have been proposed to be responsible for ecological

differences [27]. Therefore, the most plausible explanation is that

Prochlorococcus had a very large effective population size during this

time period and it imposed a strong purifying selection on the

entire genome and subsequently led to the deletion of genes with

higher dN/dS ratios.

Small effect genes are not necessarily discarded in large

populations unless deletion of these genes confers selective

advantage over maintaining them. This is true when the metabolic

cost of maintaining small effect genes outweighs their potential

benefits for the cell (e.g. allowing the cell to cope better with

unfavorable conditions or environmental fluctuations). This

scenario is most likely to occur in relative stable environments

where nutrients are scarce (e.g., oligotrophic oceans) and

competition for nutrients is severe. Under these conditions,

advantages of a small genome—such as economics in energy

and material for cell growth, maintenance and division [27].

increased surface area-to-volume ratios that improves nutrient

uptake rate [10] and a reduction in self-shading [11] could be

substantial enough that an economical lifestyle through genome

reduction becomes a good strategy for ecological success.

It should be noted that not all deleted genes in the Prochlorococcus

genome reduction are non-essential at individual levels, such as

oxidative-stress genes, which are important for oxygen-producing

marine cyanobacteria [43]. It’s still unclear why such genes were

also discarded from Prochlorococcus. One of the possible explana-

tions is based on the Black Queen Hypothesis [37]. If coexisting

organisms—e.g., marine Synechococcus –were capable of producing

sufficient amounts of stress response enzymes to reduce reactive

oxygen species to a level that was safe to all organisms in the

community, then the related genes could become conditionally

dispensable to Prochlorococcus.

Our results did not rule out the possibility that an elevated

global mutation rate might also have accompanied the Prochloro-

coccus genome size reduction. We found several non-essential DNA

repair genes (Table 6) such as 6-O-methylguanine-DNA methyl-

transferase and DNA helicase RecQ that were deleted during the

early genome reduction period and their loss could possibility

cause a baseline mutation rate change. But the extremely low dN/

dS ratio reveals that there was no accumulation of non-

synonymous substitutions in comparison with synonymous substi-

tutions. This is different than the case of the reduced endosym-

biont genomes where an elevated mutation rate has been

demonstrated to be responsible for the accumulation of deleterious

mutations and subsequently led to exacerbated gene loss [44]. The

lack of non-synonymous substitutions also means the mutation-

driven model proposed by Marais et. al. [38], which is conditioned

on fixation of small effect deleterious mutations does not apply to

Prochlorococcus genome reduction. An accelerated protein evolution

rate in Prochlorococcus in comparison with Synechococcus was

previously reported from analyses of a small number of genomes

[27,32]. We also calculated the substitution rates at non-

synonymous sites (dN) between individual in-group genomes to a

common out-group genome Synechococcus RCC307. We found that

the non-synonymous substitution rate not only increased from

Synechococcus to Prochlorococcus but also significantly increased from

low-light adapted to high-light adapted isolates within the

Prochlorococcus group (Fig. 9). This indicates that the elevated

protein evolution might not directly relate to genome reduction

but rather associate with ecological niche specialization and

diversification of Prochlorococcus.

Prochlorococcus, as an abundant marine photosynthetic group, is a

focal point of climate change research. Do Prochlorococcus genomes

have the genetic/evolutionary potential to cope with varying

environment parameters? The answer is probably just as much as

other microbes. Because of the large population sizes and ability to

exchange genetic material, these genomes are unlikely to be

Figure 6. dN/dS distributions of the Lost and the Retained genes. The dN/dS ratios of a subset of the ancestral genes that are retained in the
12 extant Prochlorococcus and the 5 in-group marine Synechococcus genomes are shown in blue. The dN/dS ratios of a subset of the ancestral genes
that are retained in the 5 in-group marine Synechococcus genomes, but were deleted in the Prochlorococcus during the early genome reduction
period on branch #1 and branch #2 (branch numbers refer to the labeled branches in Fig. 3) are shown in red.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g006
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Table 5. Codon Adaptation Index of the Lost genes and the Retained genes in the marine Synechococcus genomes at different
stages in Prochlorococcus evolution.

Lost Retained P-value

Gene count CAI (mean ± std) Gene count CAI (mean ± std)

Synechococcus CC9605

LCA - - 1641 0.56960.074 NA

Branch #1 106 0.55160.063 1535 0.57060.074 0.003

Branch #2 153 0.54260.060 1382 0.57460.075 ,1026

Branch #3 26 0.55660.049 1356 0.57460.076 0.075

Branch #4 56 0.52060.082 1300 0.57660.074 ,1025

Branch #6 42 0.54260.060 1493 0.57060.075 0.005

Branch #7 36 0.52660.068 1346 0.57560.076 0.0001

Branch #8 26 0.57160.073 1330 0.57560.075 0.801

Synechococcus CC9902

LCA - - 1641 0.62660.055 NA

Branch #1 106 0.61260.061 1535 0.62660.055 0.021

Branch #2 153 0.61160.045 1382 0.62860.056 ,1024

Branch #3 26 0.64360.041 1356 0.62860.056 0.075

Branch #4 56 0.59160.067 1300 0.63060.055 ,1024

Branch #6 42 0.59760.049 1493 0.62760.055 0.0003

Branch #7 36 0.58960.062 1346 0.63060.056 0.0004

Branch #8 26 0.62360.038 1330 0.62960.056 0.494

Synechococcus WH8102

LCA - - 1641 0.57260.075 NA

Branch #1 106 0.55160.076 1535 0.57460.074 0.003

Branch #2 153 0.54360.062 1382 0.57760.075 ,1026

Branch #3 26 0.54660.066 1356 0.57860.075 0.022

Branch #4 56 0.54160.080 1300 0.58060.074 0.0008

Branch #6 42 0.54660.051 1493 0.57460.075 0.002

Branch #7 36 0.52560.057 1346 0.57860.075 ,1025

Branch #8 26 0.58160.081 1330 0.57960.074 0.929

Synechococcus CC9311

LCA - - 1641 0.67660.046 NA

Branch #1 106 0.66360.049 1535 0.67760.046 0.007

Branch #2 153 0.66260.046 1382 0.67860.046 ,1024

Branch #3 26 0.66760.052 1356 0.67960.046 0.265

Branch #4 56 0.65260.045 1300 0.68060.045 ,1024

Branch #6 42 0.65660.045 1493 0.67760.046 0.004

Branch #7 36 0.65060.038 1346 0.68060.046 ,1024

Branch #8 26 0.68060.034 1330 0.67960.045 0.899

Synechococcus WH7803

LCA - - 1641 0.60360.069 NA

Branch #1 106 0.58860.068 1535 0.60460.069 0.020

Branch #2 153 0.58460.067 1382 0.60660.068 0.0002

Branch #3 26 0.58760.063 1356 0.60760.069 0.130

Branch #4 56 0.57560.071 1300 0.60860.068 0.001

Branch #6 42 0.57560.045 1493 0.60460.069 0.0002

Branch #7 36 0.57260.059 1346 0.60760.069 0.001

Branch #8 26 0.59560.065 1330 0.60760.068 0.347

Time: LCA is the root of the tree, which is also the last common ancestor of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus; Branch labels are same as those in Figure 3.
P-value: P-values of Student’s t tests. The null hypothesis is: the Lost group has the same mean as the Retained group.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.t005
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evolutionary dead-ends. The current abundance and wide vertical

distribution of diverse Prochlorococcus ecotypes in oligotrophic

oceans has already demonstrated their evolutionary capabilities

even with a small genome size. The growing collection of complete

genome sequences and metagenomic data will provide additional

opportunities to understand the population dynamics of Prochlo-

rococcus and provide further insights into the evolutionary and

ecological potential of this group of organisms.

Materials and Methods

Genome sequence data, gene prediction and annotation
The complete bacterial genome data set of our study contains

17 in-group cyanobacterial genomes (12 Prochlorococcus: P.MED4,

P.MIT9515, P.AS901, P.MIT9301, P.MIT9215, P.MIT9312,

P.NATL1A, P.NATL2A, P.SS120, P.MIT9215, P.MIT9313,

P.MIT9303 and 5 marine Synechococcus: S.CC9605, S.CC9902,

S.WH8102, S.CC9311, S.WH7803) and 31 other published

cyanobacterial genomes. The genome sequences were downloaded

from the Genome Assembly/Annotation Projects section on NCBI

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria. To ensure gene anno-

tations are consistent and comparable between the isolates we re-

annotated the 17 in-group genomes and an outgroup Synechococcus

genome RCC307 using the same gene prediction program

GeneMarkS [45]. After translating DNA sequences to protein

sequences, we determined gene function by searching predicted

protein sequences against the Entrez Conserved Domain Database

(CDD) of the Pfam [46] and Clusters of Orthologous Groups of

proteins (COGs) [41] domain models using the Reverse Position-

Specific BLAST algorithm (RPSBLAST) implemented in the

NCBI BLAST search tool [47].

Ancestral Gene Content Reconstruction and Genome
Flux Analyses

(1) Generate an integrated multi-genome gene relationship table

and identify common orthologous genes

We first used the protein-protein BLAST (blastp) algorithm to

find highly similar protein sequences among the in-group

genomes. Every predicted protein sequence of an in-group

genome was blasted against a database of 48 cyanobacterial

genomes. The inclusion of a large set of other published

cyanobacterial genomes during blastp allows a low bit score cutoff

threshold (40) to be used to generate a ‘‘top hit list’’ for each query.

This still gives us high confidence in finding the real orthologs

from the in-group genomes because we require the scores of the

members of the in-group to be superior to the scores of other

cyanobacterial genomes. A query gene can have at most one

ortholog from each of the other in-group genomes. We collected

Figure 7. Functional profiles of representative marine Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus genomes, and of the ancestor-derived
Synechococcus ortholog set. Functions were assigned to protein sequences that have significant hits to the Clusters of Orthologous Groups of
proteins (COGs) annotation system in the Entrez Conserved Domain Database (CDD). A whole pie depicts the COG annotated gene pool of a genome.
Each color represents a functional category of the COGs. The area under each color corresponds to the gene density in that COG category.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g007
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such orthologous gene sets for each of the 17 in-group genomes,

and then compiled them into a comprehensive multi-genome gene

relationship table. This integrated gene table consists of two types

of orthologous gene sets. The first type includes 1102 consistent

orthologous gene sets whose homologous relationships have been

identified congruently in all of the genome-specific tables. There

are cases where an inconsistent orthologous gene set shares one or

more genes with a consistent ortholog set. In these cases, the non-

Figure 8. Functional distribution and dN/dS ratios of the Lost group during Prochlorococcus early genome reduction. A. The maroon
area indicates the percentage of the genes that were deleted during the early genome reduction period (branch #1 and branch #2 in Fig. 3) in the
ancestor-derived Synechococcus orthologs set (ASO). The purple area shows the percentage of the retained genes. COG abbreviations: C: Energy
production and conversion; E: Amino acid transport and metabolism; F: Nucleotide transport and metabolism; G: Carbohydrate transport and
metabolism; H: Coenzyme metabolism; I: Lipid metabolism; J: Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; K: Transcription; L: DNA replication,
recombination and repair; M: Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane; O: Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones; P: Inorganic
ion transport and metabolism; R: general function prediction only; S: Function unknown; T: Signal transduction mechanisms; U: Intracellular
trafficking and secretion; V: Defense mechanism; NA: no defined COG annotation. B. Bar plot of the average dN/dS ratios of the Prochlorococcus lost
genes and the retained genes across functional groups. A subset of the ASO genes whose orthologs were lost in the Prochlorococcus during the early
genome reduction period are shown in maroon. A subset of the ASO genes whose orthologs were kept in the Prochlorococcus genomes immediately
after the early genome reduction, are shown in purple.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g008
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overlapping genes in the set are possible paralogs resulting from

gene duplications in a subset of the genomes. We validate a

paralog set by two criteria: (1) the same gene set is reported at least

twice, and (2) every paralog in the set is confirmed by the blastp

result of individual genome. Once confirmed, the paralogs are

added to the related consistent ortholog set. The second part of the

integrated gene table consists of consensus ortholog sets that are

resolved from inconsistent but related gene sets. The most

represented genes are chosen as the consensus orthologs from

the possible paralogs based on the majority rule. The other

paralogs are validated by the blastp results. 84 consensus ortholog

sets were resolved by this method. In total we have identified 1186

orthologous gene sets of the 17 in-group genomes.

(2) Reconstruct the phylogeny of Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus

using concatenated alignments of conserved orthologs

The pairwise dN/dS ratios were calculated for the orthologous

gene sets using the yn00 program implemented in the Phylogenetic

Analysis by Maximum Likelihood (PAML) software [39] (see

Maximum likelihood analysis of sequence evolution rate below).

Based on the dN/dS results, we selected 100 orthologous gene sets

that (1) have the smallest means of pairwise dN/dS ratios, and (2)

Figure 9. Variation in non-synonymous substitution rates across Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus genomes. All genomes were
compared to an outgroup Synechococcus RCC307 to ensure the same divergence time. Red boxes: HL Prochlorococcus. Pink boxes: LL Prochlrococcus.
Blue boxes: Synechococcus. The ends of the whiskers represent the lowest datum still within a 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the lower quartile, and
the highest datum still within a 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. A notch is drawn in each side of the boxes and non-overlapping notches of two plots
indicate significantly different medians.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.g009

Table 6. DNA repair genes lost during the early reduction period.

Genomic location in Synechococcus WH8102 Conserved Domain Time of loss*

ATP-dependent DNA ligase +1315322…1317004 COG1793; Pfam01068; cd07897; cd07972 Branch #1

Methylated-DNA—protein-cysteine methyltransferase 21617169…1617507 COG3693; Pfam01035; cd06445 Branch #2

RecQ, DNA helicase 21864491…1866008 COG0514; Pfam00270; pfam00271 Branch #2

Nudix hydrolase +1327195…1327626 COG1051; Pfam00293; cd04682 Branch #2

DNA/RNA helicase 2672895…674247 COG1061; Pfam04851; Pfam00176; Pfam00271;
cd00046; cd00079;

Branch #2

DNA/RNA helicase +2071435…2073954 COG1643; Pfam08482; Pfam04408;Pfam00270;
Pfam00271; cd00046; TIGR01970;

Branch #2

*Branch numbers refer to the labeled branches from the tree in Figure 3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088837.t006
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have average synonymous substitution rates in the range between

the 1st quartile (25%) and the 3rd quartile (75%). Protein sequences

of the selected orthologs were aligned individually in ClustalW2

[48]. The 100 alignments were then concatenated. The Gblocks

[49] program was used to mask gapped and other noisy portions of

the concatenated alignments, with a minimum block length of 10

amino acids and gaps allowed in any alignment position for no

more than half of the sequences. Based on the concatenated

alignment, we reconstructed a maximum likelihood tree using the

Tree-PUZZLE program primed with a Neighbor-joining tree in

the PHYLIP 3.6a [50]. The Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) [51]

amino acid substitution model was employed and all model related

parameters were estimated from the data.

(3) Reconstruct the history of gene content evolution on the

phylogenetic tree

We converted the integrated multi-genome gene relationship

table, which was generated in the first step, into a R(row)617(column)

character matrix of the gene state. In this matrix, each row is a

homologous gene set and each column corresponds to an in-group

genome. The value of every cell in the matrix indicates a genes

current state and its copy number in one of the 17 in-group

genomes. 0 means absent and any integer greater than 0 is the

copy number. This character matrix was then mapped onto the

phylogenetic tree, which we built in step 2. We applied two

methods that are implemented in the Mesquite software [52] to

reconstruct the ancestral gene states throughout the tree: (1)

maximum parsimony, and (2) maximum likelihood. A single rate

of changes between the states was assumed for both reconstruction

methods. In the cases where a gene’s state at the root cannot be

unambiguously determined by the algorithms, we keep it in the

last common ancestor only if this gene has at least one significant

blastp hit from the out-group cyanobacteria. Genes with

ambiguous predictions at the internal nodes are excluded from

the downstream analyses. At each internal node a collection of

genes with state N (N. = 1) were added to the ancestral genome at

that evolutionary stage. Subsequently, a gene loss or gene gain

event on an ancestral branch was determined by the change in

quantity and direction of that gene’s state between the two

consecutive nodes.

Maximum likelihood analysis of sequence evolution rates
and dN/dS ratio

Protein sequences of the orthologs were aligned in the software

ClustalW2 [48]. The corresponding nucleotide sequences were

then mapped onto the protein alignment using custom Perl scripts

to generate sets of aligned nucleotide sequences. Nucleotide

substitution rates and dN/dS ratios were calculated using the

maximum likelihood method as implemented in the Phylogenetic

Analysis by Maximum Likelihood (PAML) software [39]. Pairwise

dN/dS ratios were calculated from the synonymous and non-

synonymous substitution rates, which were estimated by the yn00

program based on the HKY85 substitution model [53]. The

codeml program was employed to compute branch-specific dN/dS

ratios in a pre-determined phylogeny under different branch

models. We used the topology of the concatenated gene tree. All

model-related parameters (e.g., base frequencies and transition/

transversion rate ratio) were estimated from the data. The

likelihood value under each model was also reported by PAML.

We then utilized the likelihood ratio test for model selection and

hypothesis testing.

Calculation of Codon Adaptation Index
We collected all of the ribosomal protein genes from each of the

genomes and used them as reference sets to create genome-specific

codon usage tables by the ‘‘cusp’’ program of the EMBOSS

package [54]. The Codon Adaptation Index values were

calculated by the ‘‘CAI’’ program of the EMBOSS package based

on the codon usage tables.
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